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ABSTRACT
Recently,Memory-basedNeural Recommenders (MNR) have demon-
strated superior predictive accuracy in the task of sequential rec-
ommendations, particularly for modeling long-term item depen-
dencies. However, typical MNR requires complex memory access
operations, i.e., both writing and reading via a controller (e.g., RNN)
at every time step. Those frequent operations will dramatically
increase the network training time, resulting in the difficulty in
being deployed on industrial-scale recommender systems. In this
paper, we present a novel general Chunk framework to accelerate
MNR significantly. Specifically, our framework divides proximal
information units into chunks, and performs memory access at
certain time steps, whereby the number of memory operations can
be greatly reduced. We investigate two ways to implement effective
chunking, i.e., PEriodic Chunk (PEC) and Time-Sensitive Chunk
(TSC), to preserve and recover important recurrent signals in the
sequence. Since chunk-accelerated MNR models take into account
more proximal information units than that from a single timestep,
it can remove the influence of noise in the item sequence to a large
extent, and thus improve the stability of MNR. In this way, the
proposed chunk mechanism can lead to not only faster training
and prediction, but even slightly better results. The experimental
results on three real-world datasets (weishi, ml-10M and ml-latest)
show that our chunk framework notably reduces the running time
(e.g., with up to 7x for training & 10x for inference on ml-latest) of
MNR, and meantime achieves competitive performance.
1 INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of Web 2.0, the speed of data pro-
duction and streaming has gone up to a great extent. Meanwhile,
Internet users can easily access various online products and ser-
vices, which results in a large amount of action feedback. The
extensive user feedback provides a fundamental information source
to build recommender systems, which assist users in finding rel-
evant products or items of interest. Since users generally access
items in chronological order, the item a user will next interact with
may be closely relevant to the accessed items in a previous time
window. The literature has shown that it is valuable to consider
time information and preference drift for better recommendation
performance [15, 22, 24, 32, 39]. In this paper, we focus on the task
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
of sequential (a.k.a., session-based) recommendation, which is built
upon the historical behavior trajectory of users.
A critical challenge for sequential recommendation is to effec-
tively model the preference dynamics of users given the behavior
sequence. Among all the existing methodologies, Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) have become the most prevalent approaches with
remarkable success [15, 24]. Different from feedforward networks,
the weights of RNN can be well preserved and updated over time
via its internal state, which endows RNN with the ability to process
sequence. However, learning vanilla RNN for long-term dependen-
cies remains a fundamental challenge due to the vanishing gradient
problem [1], and it is noted that long-range user sessions widely
exist in real applications. For example, users on TikTok1 can watch
hundreds of mico-videos in an hour since the average playing time
of each video takes only 15 seconds. To model long-term item de-
pendencies for the sequential recommendation problem, previous
attempts have introduced Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [16]
& Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [15], temporal convolutional neu-
ral network architecture with dilated layers [5, 39], attention ma-
chine [19, 33], and external memory [3, 35].
Among these advanced methods, the External Memory Network
(EMN) [7, 29] is the most resembles human cognitive architecture
due to its significant external memory mechanism. EMN is com-
posed of a neural controller, e.g., RNN, and the external memory,
which can be regarded as an extension of standard RNN, including
LSTM & GRU. Unlike RNN, EMN stores useful past information by
external memory rather than a squeezed vector. EMN has shown
high potentials in areas, such as visual reasoning [18], question
answering [26], natural language processing [2]. Since 2018, re-
searchers started to apply it in the field of recommendation to
improve the accuracy of existing recurrent models [3, 4, 17, 35], in
the following referred to as Memory-based Neural Recommenders
(MNR).
In order to remember more information, all existing MNR im-
plementations require to repeat the memory accessing operations,
including both reading and writing, at every time step. The reading
and writing accessing operations are much more expensive than the
controller in terms of time complexity, which becomes a severe effi-
ciency problem when modeling long-range sequences. One possible
1https://www.tiktok.com/en/
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Chunk mechanism for better
memorization. Numerics and alphabets are chunked into
numeric units andwords for faster and easier remembering.
way to speed up MNR is to optimize the specific memory opera-
tions directly. However, there are many different implementations
of accessing operations, and a clear drawback of these methods is
that they are not general. In this paper, we focus on developing
a general acceleration framework that applies to various types of
MNR.
Our core idea to accelerate MNR in this paper is originally in-
spired by the chunk [6] technique in cognitive psychology. Psychol-
ogy introduced the concept of chunk to improve human’s memory.
It refers to a meaningful unit of information that can be reorga-
nized based on certain rules. For example, giving the letter sequence
"m-e-m-o-r-y", we can remember it as six separate letters, or mem-
orize it by the word "memory", as illustrated in Figure 1. The latter
method can greatly reduce our memory burden but maintain the
same amount of information. As such, we believe that applying
the chunk strategy for MNR is a promising way to improve the
efficiency issue of MNR.
In this paper, we propose a sequential recommendation frame-
work with chunk-accelerated memory network (CmnRec for short),
which speeds up the memory network by reducing the number of
memory operations. Our chunk framework consists of the chunk
region, chunk rule and attention machine. Explicitly, the chunk
region temporarily stores the information units (the output vector
of the controller) generated in the non-chunk time. The chunk rule
determines when (i.e., chunk time) to perform memory operations.
The attention machine extracts the most valuable information in
the chunk region, generating new information units to perform
memory operations. Through the functions of these modules and
rules, chunk compresses the information ingested in advance with
high quality, which not only reduces the workload of memorization
but also improves the memorized efficiency.
To sum up, the main contributions of this paper include:
• We propose a general chunk-based sequential recommen-
dation framework, which significantly accelerates various
MNRs without harming the accuracy. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to evidence that using less
memorization can enable comparable accuracy for the rec-
ommendation task.
• We also present two effective implementations for CmnRec:
periodic chunk (PEC) and time-sensitive chunk (TSC), by
taking into account both long and short-term dependencies.
• We compare CmnRec with state-of-the-art sequential rec-
ommendation methods on three real-world datasets. Our
experimental results demonstrate that CmnRec offers com-
petitive and robust recommendations with both training and
inference time.
2 RELATEDWORK
This work can be regarded as an integration of sequential recom-
mendation and memory networks. In the following, we briefly
review related literature in the two directions.
2.1 Sequential Recommendation
Sequential (a.k.a., session-based) recommender systems are an
emerging topic in the field of recommendation and have attracted
much attention in recent years due to the advance of deep learn-
ing. Existing sequential recommendation models can be mainly
categorized into three classes according to the models they in-
volved [36]: Markov chain-based methods [12, 27], factorization
based methods [25, 37, 38, 40], and deep learning-based meth-
ods [14, 15, 32, 39]. Specifically, due to the efficiency considera-
tion, Markov chain based recommenders are typically built on the
first-order dependency assumption, and thus only capture the first-
order dependency over items. As a result, these methods usually do
not perform well when modeling long-term and higher-order item
dependencies. Factorization-based recommenders (a.k.a., Factor-
ization Machines [25]) deal with previous user actions as general
features by merely summing all their embedding vectors, and are
not able to explicitly model the sequential dynamic and patterns
in the user session. Thanks to the development of deep neural
networks, many deep learning-based sequential models have been
proposed and shown superior performance in contrast to the above-
mentioned conventional methods by utilizing the complex network
structures.
A pioneering work by Hidasi et al. [15] introduced RNN into the
field of recommender systems. They trained a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) architecture to model the evolution of user interests, referred
to as GRU4Rec. Following this idea, a lot of RNN variants have been
proposed in the past three years. Specifically, [30] proposed an im-
proved GRU4Rec by introducing data augmentation and embedding
dropout techniques. Hidasi and Karatzoglou [13] further proposed
a family of alternative ranking objective functions with effective
sampling tricks to improve the cross-entropy and pairwise ranking
losses. [24] proposed a personalized sequential recommendation
model with hierarchical recurrent neural networks, while [9, 28] ex-
plored how to leverage content and context features to improve the
recommendation accuracy further. More recently, researchers have
proposed several other neural network architectures, including con-
volutional neural networks (CNN), Caser [32] and NextItNet [39],
self-attention models SASRec [19]. Compared with RNN models,
CNN and attention architectures are much easier to parallelize on
GPUs.
2.2 EMN and MNR
Recently, External Memory Network (EMN) has attracted signifi-
cant attention in research fields that process sequential data. Gen-
erally, EMN involves two main parts: an external memory matrix
to maintain state, and a recurrent controller to operate (i.e., reading
and writing) the matrix [3]. Compared with standard RNN mod-
els compressing historical signals into a fixed-length vector, EMN
is more powerful in dealing with complex relations and long dis-
tances due to the external memory. EMN has successfully applied
in domains, such as neural language translation [8], question an-
swering [23] and knowledge tracking [41]. Recently, researchers
CmnRec
in [3, 4, 35] have applied it in recommender systems to capture user
sequential behaviors and evolving preferences.
As the first work that introduces EMN into the recommendation
system, Sequential Recommendation with User Memory Network
(RUM) [3] has successfully demonstrated superior advantages over
traditional baselines. Similarly, Neural Memory Streaming Recom-
mender Networks with Adversarial Training (NMRN) [35] proposes
a key-valuememory network for each user to capture and store both
short-term and long-term interests in a unified way. Meanwhile,
Ebesu et al. proposed Collaborative Memory Network (CMN) [4]
that deals with all user embedding collections as user memory ma-
trix and utilizes the associative addressing scheme of the memory
operations as a nearest neighborhood model.
Ignoring the implementation of external memory networks and
the types of memory operation performed, all EMN-style models
need to perform memory reading and writing operations at every
timestep. Such persistent memory operations significantly increase
the model complexity and training/inference time, which limits
the applications of MNR in large-scale industrial recommender
systems. In general, efficiency can be achieved by either reducing
the complexity or the frequency of memory access. Since there
are many ways to implement EMN, we hope to propose a general
acceleration framework. To achieve this goal, we propose reducing
the number of memory operations, which is suitable to accelerate
MNR with various implementations of memory operations.
3 MEMORY-BASED NEURAL
RECOMMENDATION (MNR)
In this section, wewill introduce the generic architecture ofmemory-
based neural sequential recommendations. Let I, S and {x1,x2,x3, ...,
xT } (interchangeably denote by x1:T ) be the set of all items, se-
quences and items in a specific sequence, respectively. Denote
I = |I| and S = |S| as the size of item and sequence sets. The
corresponding item embeddings are {v1,v2,v3, ...,vT } ∈ Rk .
Figure 2 (except the part of chunk and attention) is a generic
memory-based neural recommendation architecture similar to GRU-
4Rec. From bottom to top, the model includes the input items, em-
bedding layer, controller layer, memory network layer, feedforward
layer and output items. The first three layers perform in the same
manner as a classic RNN network. The essential difference between
MNR and GRU4Rec lies in the memory network layer. Note that
MNR can be seen as an extension of RNNs with external memory
networkM ∈ Rm∗n , where n is the number of memory slots and
m is memory slot embedding size. Next, we will elaborate on the
details of the MNR.
As shown in Figure 2, each controller will concatenate the em-
beddings of the current input itemvi and the memory r i−1 ∈ Rm
(read from M) at the previous moment as an external input. The
memory storage will be updated according to the output of the
controller o ∈ Rh . Finally, both the controller output and updated
memory r i will be fed into the feedforward layer, which helps gen-
erate the item ID with the maximum probability of being the next
item, formulated as follows:
f i = so f tmax(Γf (oi ,r i )), f i ∈ RI (1)
xˆi =maxID(f i ) (2)
where Γf (·, ·) is a feed-forward operation that performs a non-linear
transformation of the inputs and returns a feature vector f i as
the output. maxID(fi ) is a function to find the item ID with the
maximum value in the vector, that is, the maximum occurrence
probability at the i-th moment predicted by MNR.
Let the hidden state at the last moment behi−1 ∈ Rh . Thewriting
operation Γw (·, ·) and reading operation Γr (·, ·) can be written as
Eq.(3) and Eq.(4):
Mi = Γw (oi ,Mi−1) (3)
r i = Γr (oi ,Mi ) (4)
The controller output and hidden state can be updated as Γo (·, ·)
and Γh (·, ·) :
oi = Γo (r i−1,hi−1,vi , ) (5)
hi = Γh (r i−1,hi−1,vi , ) (6)
Depending on the memory type selected, Γw , Γr , Γo and Γh have
different implementations. In this paper, we adopt the implementa-
tions of DNC [7] for simplicity.
4 CMNREC
In this section, we will give a detailed description of the chunk
framework, followed by the concrete implementations.
4.1 From Psychology to Recommendation
Psychology points out that people unconsciously use chunk strate-
gies to reduce the “things” to be remembered to improve the ef-
ficiency of memorization [6]. Motivated by this, our core idea of
chunk acceleration for MNR is to combine nearby information units
according to specific rules and generate new information units, to
reduce the frequency of memory operations and improve memory
efficiency. Therefore, how to find an appropriate rule of chunk is
the critical problem.
From a more generic perspective, information units are all con-
verted from discrete item sets. An intuitive method is to chunk the
information units based on the position of items. In practice, items
are ordered chronologically in the sequence, so the rule of chunk
becomes a sequence segmentation problem. That is, how to seg-
ment item sequences to minimize information loss while improving
mnemonic efficiency?
4.2 Framework
The core idea of chunk-based memory neural network is formed
on a specific sequence partitioning rule2, where it first divides the
close items into different chunks by order, and then writes these
chunks into memory. Suppose the memory slot number of the MNR
is M , and the length of the sequence is T . The whole sequence
x1:T will be divided into M subsequences x1:t1 , xt1:t2 ,..., xtM−1:tM
(tM = T ) . The controller hidden states h corresponding to theseM
subsequences will be chunkedM times. The time corresponding to
the future end of subsequences are the chunk time t1, t2, ..., tM .
In the chunk framework, controller output o does not operate
memory at every time step. There is a chunk area C ∈ Rl∗h (l is
varying) to store h temporarily. During non-chunk time, C (l =
l + 1) cache h. Until the chunk time arrives, the attention machine
convertsC to a new controller hidden state a ∈ Rh and then replace
the hidden state in the current controller. Finally, the chunk area is
2We will describe this rule later.
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Figure 2: Chunk acceleration on Memory-based Neural Recommendation (MNR). During non-chunk time, information units
(the hidden state from the controller) are put into the chunk area. When the chunk time comes, the attention machine will
extract the most valuable information in the chunk area and generate a new information unit to replace the current hidden
state. Then, the information units stored in the chunk area will be emptied; the memory reading and writing operations are
triggered. The dotted red box on the right illustrates that MNR performs a complete process from information input and
memory update to the final generation of prediction results.
emptied (l = 0) and memory is manipulated. The attention machine
works as follow:
C = concat(hi−l+1,hi−l+2, ...,hi−1,hi ) (7)
ai j = so f tmax(wtanh(Wc j +Ur i−1)) (8)
ai =
l∑
j=1
ai jc j (9)
where c j is the j-th element ofC , ai j is the attention score of c j at i-
th time step, and ri−1 is the read vector at time step i−1.W ∈ Rb∗h ,
U ∈ Rb∗h andw ∈ Rb are parameters, and b is attention dimension.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole process of processing chunk
accelerates MNR. The theoretical complexity analysis is attached
in Appendix A
4.2.1 RNNs Analysis. The key of our chunk framework is how to
partition the sequence and find the appropriate chunk time steps.
First of all, we need to define the concept of “contribution” in the
model. Let’s start with RNN. According to its hidden state transfor-
mation formula ht = Ψ(ht−1,vt ), where ht is jointly determined
by ht−1 and vt . Here, we use the norm of gradient
 ∂ht∂ht−1  and ∂ht∂v t  to represent the contributions of ht−1 andvt to ht . The gra-
dient represents the rate of change, so the larger the gradient norm,
the greater the contribution. Since RNN is a cyclic structure, it is
also able to measure the contribution of hi andvi at i-th time step
to ht by
 ∂ht∂hi  and  ∂ht∂v i . Tersely, let pi,t and qi,t denote these
two terms. In general RNNs, there must be ϑp ,ϑq ∈ R+ that satisfy
ϑppi,t ≥ pi−1,t and ϑqqi,t ≥ qi−1,t (see Appendix B for proof).
From past to future, the contribution ofv grows when ϑq < 1.
Based on the concept of “contribution”, we can define the total
contributions of a sequence with length t in RNN as follows:
q1,t + q2,t + ... + qt,t =
t−1∑
i=0
ϑ iqqt,t (10)
4.2.2 Chunk Analysis. For the MNR with chunk acceleration, the
contributions of each chunk area can be counted as a separate
RNN contribution. Let the lengths ofM chunk areas be l1,l2,..,lM ,
and T =
∑M
r=1 lr . Each chunk operation integrates l outputs of
the controller. Hence, the contributions of M chunk areas can be
expressed as follows:
l1−1∑
i=0
ϑ iqqt1,tM , ... ,
lM−1∑
i=0
ϑ iqqtM ,tM︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
M
(11)
CmnRec
Algorithm 1: CmnRec
Input: a original sequence item IDs x1:T−1,
a chunk matriceC ,
a memory slot numberM .
Output: The predicted sequential item IDs xˆ2:T
1 Generates chunk time steps set Ctime using Eq.(16);
2 for i = 1; i < T − 1; i + + do
3 C .add(hi ) ;
4 // The operation of the controller and memory in the
chunk moment.
5 if (i in Ctime) then
6 Use Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) to calculate ai ;
7 Perform Eq.(5): oi = Γo (r i−1,ai ,vi ) ;
8 Perform Eq.(6): hi = Γh (r i−1,ai ,vi ) ;
9 Perform Eq.(3):Mi = Γw (oi ,Mi−1) ;
10 Perform Eq.(4): r i = Γr (oi ,Mi ) ;
11 C .empty()
12 // The operation of the controller in the non-chunk
moment.
13 else
14 Perform Eq.(5): oi = Γo (r i−1,hi−1,vi ) ;
15 Perform Eq.(6): hi = Γh (r i−1,hi−1,vi ) ;
16 r i = r i−1 ;
17 // Predict the item ID with the highest probability.
18 Perform Eq.(1): f i = so f tmax(Γf (oi ,r i )) ;
19 Perform Eq.(2): xˆi =maxID(f i )
Assuming the contribution of the inputvt to the hidden state ht
at time step t is constant, which means qt1,t1 = qt2,t2 = ... =
qtM ,tM . Because of qtr ,tM = ϑ
T−tr
p pT ,Tqtr ,tr (see Appendix C for
proof), to simply omit the common terms, theM terms in Eq.(11) is
transformed to:
l1−1∑
i=0
ϑ iqϑ
T−t1
p , ... ,
lM−1∑
i=0
ϑ iqϑ
T−tM
p︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
M
(12)
For brevity, letдr =
∑lr−1
i=0 ϑ
i
qϑ
T−tr
p , where r ∈ {1, 2, ..,M}. In order
to store more information in memory, each memory slot should
carry as much information as possible. To this end, we should make
the gap among д1,д2,...,дM as small as possible.
4.3 Chunk Implementation
Eq(12) gives the theoretical explanation of each chunk contribution
to the final output. Each term in Eq(12) contains two parts.
∑lr−1
i=0 ϑ
i
q
represents the summation ofhlr -based contributions of information
units in a subsequence, which is the latest contribution. ϑT−trp is
the proportion between the hidden states htr and htM , which is
long-term dependence.
4.3.1 Periodic Chunk (PEC). When the change rate of v in the
sequence is relatively slow, i.e., the preference transfer of users is not
obvious, we have ϑp → 1 and ϑq → 1. This means the long-term
dependencies of each chunk are similar, and the latest contribution
1 3 4
1 … 5 6 … 10 11 … 15 16 … 20
2
(a) Periodic Chunk (PEC).
1 3 4
1 2 … 9 … 14 15 … 18 19 20
2
8
(b) Time-sensitive Chunk (TSC)
1
5 6 … 16
3 4
1 2 3 18 19 20
2
4 17
(c) Extreme Chunk (EXC)
Figure 3: Chunk rule analysis. Given an input item sequence
length of 20, the number of memory slots is 4. (a) shows the
periodic chunk with period length of 5 and sequence seg-
mentation x1:5,x6:10,x11:15,x16:20, updating memory at time
steps 5, 10, 15 and 20. (b) shows time-sensitive chunk, where
sequence segmentation and memory update time steps are
x1:8,x9:14,x15:18,x19:20 and 8, 14, 18, 20 respectively. (c) shows
the extreme chunk, where the sequence is divided into
x1:17,x18,x19,x20, and memory is updated at time steps 17, 18,
19 and 20.
increases with the length of the subsequence. Only when all the
chunk latest contributions are the same (i.e., l1 = l2 = ... = lM ), the
gaps among each chunk contribution are the smallest. Therefore,
we proposed the periodic chunk (PEC). Given the input sequence
x1:T , the chunk cycle G =
⌊ T
M
⌋
, and the chunk time steps are:
T − (M − 1) G,T − (M − 2) G, ... , T − 2G, T −G, T︸                                                                    ︷︷                                                                    ︸
M chunk time steps .
(13)
The sequence segmentation results are:
x1:T − (M−1) G , xT − (M−1) G :T − (M−2)G , ... , xT − 2G :T − G , xT − G :T
(14)
Figure 3 (a) is a graphical illustration of PEC. Analysis. But in
the long run, user preferences will shift, and users have different
degrees of preference to different items, which means there is a
distribution of user preferences in the sequence. To demonstrate
the preference distribution, we investigate the importance of items
to the target item in a sequence. In a given sequence, the end item
is treated as target item. We calculated the item importance as the
correlation between the current item in the sequence and the target
item. We adopt cosine similarity as the correlation indicator, which
is given as follows.
cosine(vi ,v j ) =
vi ·v j
∥vi ∥
v j =
∑k
r=1virvjr√∑k
r=1v
2
ir
√∑k
r=1v
2
jr
(15)
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Figure 4: Correlation between the target item and other items in the sequence. (a),(b),(c) represent the correlations on three
different datasets, the sequence lengths of which are 10, 50, and 100, respectively.
We use the item embeddings (trained by LSTM) as the input vectors
for cosine similarity. Experimental results are shown in Figure 4,
the horizontal axis is the position of items in a sequence, and the
vertical axis is the correlation between the target item and the
current item. Although there are some small fluctuations in Figure
4 (a), the overall trend in (b) (c) and (d) is stable and upward. These
figures generally show that the correlations between a target item
and other items increase as the their distances decrease. Simply
put, the newer the item is, the more it reflects future changes of
preference in the sequence. Mathematically, ϑp ≤ 1 (see Appendix
D for proof).
4.3.2 Time-sensitive Chunk (TSC). Since ϑp ≤ 1, it means the
stronger the long-term dependence, the smaller the latest con-
tribution. To achieve small gaps between each chunk, sequence
partitioning needs to balance long-term dependencies and latest
contributions. We propose a time-sensitive chunk strategy where
the writing interval is larger at the beginning of the sequence but
will be reduced over time (i.e., l1 < l2 < ... < lM ), so as to keep
the balance. From the tail to end of the sequence, the input length
ratios between each chunk should be 1, 2, ..,M − 1 and M , so the
sum of the input length ratio is M (M+1)2 , proportional step length
д =
⌊
2T
M (M+1)
⌋
. Chunk time steps are:
T − д 2T
M(M − 1) ,T − д
2T
(M − 1)(M − 2) , ...,T − д,T︸                                                              ︷︷                                                              ︸
M chunk time steps
(16)
The sequence segmentation results are:
x1:T − д 2TM (M−1) ,xT − д 2TM (M−1) :T − д 2T(M−1)(M−2) , ...,xT − д,T (17)
The example of TSC is shown in Figure 3 (b). To obtain the goal of
“the newer the item is, the greater importance it has for the next
prediction", we may have another case to be addressed. As shown
in Figure 3 (c), TSC degenerates into an extreme chunk (short for
EXC), where the most attention is paid to latest contribution. In the
sequence, the first T −M + 1 items form a large chunk, whereas
each of the remainingM − 1 items is treated as a separate chunk.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to investigate
the efficacy of the chunk-accelerated MNR. Specifically, we aim to
answer the following research questions (RQs).
(1) RQ1: Does chunk speed up MNR significantly? What im-
pacts does the sequence length have on model acceleration?
(2) RQ2: Does the chunk-accelerated MNR perform compara-
bly with the typical memory-based neural recommendation
models in terms of recommendation accuracy?
(3) RQ3: How does chunk-accelerated MNR perform with TSC,
EXC and PEC? Which setting performs best?
5.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on three real-world recommendation
datasets: ml-latest, ml-10M3 and weishi4.
ml-latest [11] is a widely used public dataset for both general and
sequential recommendations [5, 19, 31, 34]. The original dataset
contains 27,753,444 interactions, 283,228 users and 58,098 video
clips with timestamps. To reduce the impact of cold items, we filter
out videos that appear less than 20 times, and generate a number
of sequences, each of which belongs to one user in chronological
order. Then, we split the sequence into subsequence every Lmovies.
If the length of the subsequence is less than L, we pad zero in the
beginning of the sequence to reach L. For those with length less than
l , we simply remove them in our experiments. In our experiments,
we set L = 100 with l = 20, which results in datasetsml-latest.
ml-10M contains 10,000,054 interactions, 10,681 movies and 71,567
users. We perform similar pre-processing as ml-latest by setting L
to 50 and l to 5.
weishi is a micro-video recommendation dataset collected by the
Weishi Group of Tencent5. Since both cold users and items have
already been trimmed by the official provider, we do not need to
perform pre-processing for the cold-start problem. Each user se-
quence contains 10 items at maximum. The statistics of our datasets
after above preprocessing are shown in Table 1.
5.2 Comparative Methods & Evaluation Metrics
GRU4Rec [15]: It is a seminal work that applies the Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) for sequential recommendation. For a fair compar-
ison, we use the cross-entropy loss function for all neural network
models. LSTM4Rec: It simply replaces GRU with LSTM since we
observe that LSTM generally performs better than GRU for the
item recommendation task. SRMN [3]: It is a recently proposed
sequential recommendation model with external memory network
3https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
4https://www.weishi.com/
5https://android.myapp.com/myapp/detail.htm?apkName=com.tencent.weishi
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Figure 5: Training time of each epoch on the three datasets.
Table 1: The statistics of the experimental datasets. s: the
average length of each sequence. T : the unified sequence
length after padding zero.
Dataset # Interactions # Sequence # Item s T
weishi 9,986,953 1,048,575 65,997 9.5243 10
ml-10M 7,256,224 178,768 10,670 40.5902 50
ml-latest 25,240,741 300,624 18,226 83.9612 100
Table 2: Inference speedup. The values denote multiples. M
is slot number.
M 2 3 4 6 9 12 Average
weishi 1.51 1.52 – – – – 1.515
ml-10M 6.28 – 6.71 6.17 4.68 – 5.96
ml-latest 11.35 – 12.16 10.51 8.28 8.03 10.07
architecture. For comparison purpose, we report results by using
LSTM as the controller. In addition, we also compare with two
CNN-based sequential recommendation methods: Caser [32] and
NextItNet [39]. As for our proposed methods, we report results
with the three chunk variants, i.e., TSC, PEC and EXC.
Following [32, 39], we use three popular top-N metrics to eval-
uate the performance of these sequential recommendation mod-
els, namely, MRR@N (Mean Reciprocal Rank) [14], HR@N (Hit
Ratio) [35] and NDCG@N (Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain) [10].
5.3 Experiment Setup
To ensure the fairness of the experiment, the dimensions of item
embeddings are set to 128 for all neural network models, similar
to [32, 39]. We first tune baseline GRU4Rec and LSTM4Rec to op-
timal performance. Specifically, we set the number of layers of
GRU4Rec and LSTM4Rec to 1 and the hidden dimension to 256,
which performs better than two hidden layers or a larger hidden
dimension. We empirically find that all models except NextItNet
benefit from a larger batch size. To make full use of GPU, we set
batch size to 1024 for these models. As for NextItNet, we empirically
find that it performs best when batch size is between 64 and 256 for
all these datasets. We report the results with its best-performing
batch size. For SRMN, we set the embedding size of memory slot as
256. The attention dimension b of chunk is 64 on all datasets. Our
datasets are randomly divided into training (80%), validation (2%)
and testing (18%) sets. All methods are implemented using Tensor-
flow with Adam [20] as the optimizer. Results are reported when
models are converged on the validation test. Our implementation
code will be released later.
5.4 Experimental Result and Analysis
5.4.1 Run time (RQ1). As analyzed before, the chunk framework
is theoretically more efficient than SRMN by reducing the number
of memory access. To confirm this, we plot the results of the run-
ning time of the two methods in Figure 5. It can be seen that the
training time of SRMN is several times slower than that of TSC,
and the speedup with the maximum memory slot (best accuracy
for both SRMN and TSC) on the three datasets are 2.75, 4.44, and
6.34 respectively. We find that the relative improvements are much
larger on ml-10M and ml-latest than on weishi. The larger improve-
ments should be attributed to the lengths of the item sequence since
for longer sequences, the interval distance between two memory
accesses is also larger. Taking the weishi and ml-latest as an ex-
ample. By setting the number of memory slots as 2, the average
interval distance to perform memory access on weishi is 5, while it
is 50 on ml-latest. It is also worth noting that the relation between
the number of memory slots and the running time is not linear.
Increasing the number of memory slots will lead to a decrease of
the chunk area, which helps to reduce the computing time of the
attention machine. Therefore, the optimal slot number depends
on the specific dataset. We also demonstrate the speedup for item
generating in Table 2. As shown, similar conclusions also hold to
the inference phase.
5.4.2 Performance comparison with original SRMN (RQ2). To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed chunk framework, we focus on
comparing it with the standard SRMN. We report the recommen-
dation accuracy on Table 3 and obtain the following observations:
(1) TSC achieves comparable results with SRMN on all datasets by
applying for a relatively large slot number. Both SRMN and our
method are senstive to the number of slots — better accuracy is
obtained with larger slot number. Particularly, TSC and PEC with 9
memory slots had an even 1.72% performance improvement over
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Figure 6: Performance comparisons with respect to top-N values.
Table 3: Performance comparison between SRMN and the proposed methods. Bold means the best result, ∗means the second-
best result. M is slot number. Note that when M = 1, the chunk framework reduces to the SRMN, performing memory opera-
tions at each time step.
Dataset weishi ml-10M ml-latest
M 2 3 2 4 6 9 2 4 6 9 12
M
RR
@
5 SRMN 0.1001 0.1005 0.0739 0.0748 0.0751∗ 0.0756 0.0741 0.0749 0.0755 0.0764 0.0773∗
TSC 0.0978 0.1010 0.0727∗ 0.0724 0.0738 0.0769 0.0721∗ 0.0733 0.0742 0.0755∗ 0.0778
PEC 0.0985∗ 0.1006∗ 0.0721 0.0731∗ 0.0753 0.0768∗ 0.0717 0.0734∗ 0.0753∗ 0.0750 0.0750
EXC 0.0958 0.0954 0.0651 0.0633 0.0641 0.0673 0.0636 0.0593 0.0622 0.0633 0.0653
H
R@
5 SRMN 0.1636 0.1638 0.1302 0.1316 0.1318
∗ 0.1320 0.1317 0.1335 0.1340 0.1359 0.1374∗
TSC 0.1599 0.1648 0.1285∗ 0.1287 0.1302 0.1356 0.1289 0.1318 0.1329 0.1348∗ 0.1381
PEC 0.1607∗ 0.1640∗ 0.1280 0.1305∗ 0.1336 0.1350∗ 0.1300∗ 0.1321∗ 0.1345∗ 0.1346 0.1347
EXC 0.1573 0.1567 0.1157 0.1125 0.1137 0.1188 0.1149 0.1088 0.1132 0.1161 0.1190
N
D
CG
@
5 SRMN 0.1158 0.1161 0.0878 0.0888 0.0890∗ 0.0895 0.0883 0.0893 0.0899 0.0911 0.0921∗
TSC 0.1131 0.1168 0.0864∗ 0.0863 0.0876 0.0911 0.0860 0.0875 0.0882 0.0901∗ 0.0925
PEC 0.1139∗ 0.1162∗ 0.0857 0.0871∗ 0.0895 0.0909∗ 0.0860∗ 0.0878∗ 0.0897∗ 0.0897 0.0896
EXC 0.1110 0.1105 0.0774 0.0754 0.0763 0.0800 0.0758 0.0713 0.0746 0.0762 0.0784
SRMN on ml-10M in term of MRR@5. (2) In general, the perfor-
mance of all chunk-based methods will keep growing by increasing
the number of memory slots in the beginning. It then keeps rel-
atively stable once the number of memory slots has been large
enough. The optimal number can be achieved by hyperparameter
tuning. Empirically, for a sequential dataset with session length
longer than 50, we can set the default number to 10, which is a
favorable trade-off between the performance and computational
cost.
5.4.3 Performance comparison against baselines. We report the
results of all methodologies in Figure 6, and make the following
observations. First, the CNN-based model Caser performs worse
than GRU4Rec and LSTM4Rec. By contrast, the state-of-the-art
temporal CNN model NextItNet yields obviously better results than
these baselines. Our findings here are consistent with those in
previous works [31, 39]. Third, SRMN and TSE outperform all other
baselines, which demonstrates the effectiveness of memory-based
neural networks.
5.4.4 Denoising. We plot the convergence behaviors of GRU4Rec,
LSTM4Rec, SRMN and TSC in Figure 7. As shown, memory-based
recommendation models (i.e., SRMN and TSC) have apparent advan-
tages over the RNNmodels in terms of both accuracy and robustness.
We believe the external memory network can enhance the storage
and the capacity of information processing of RNN so as to improve
accuracy. In addition, abnormal input data or noise usually leads to
overfitting after convergence. However, since the external storage
network maintains more information than the recurrent unit, the
impacts of abnormal data from a small number of instances can be
restricted to a certain extent. Furthermore, we observe that TSC is
even more robust than SRMN, and the results on both weishi and
ml-10M imply that TSC can effectively prevent the overfitting prob-
lem. We argue that the memory update mechanism in TSC makes
it insensitive to noise since it takes into account data obtained from
previous timesteps rather than that from only the current timestep.
5.4.5 Performance comparison of TSC, PEC and EXC (RQ3). Since
we have introduced three chunk variants, i.e., TSC, PEC and EXC,
we report their results on Table 3 for a clear comparison. First, we
observe that PEC and TSC perform much better than EXC on all
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Figure 7: Convergence behaviors in terms of NDCG@5. The
number of memory slots of TSC and SRMN are 3 and 9 re-
spectively on the two datasets.
datasets. In fact, EXC performs even worse than the baseline models.
We suspect that this is because EXC mainly focuses on modeling
the most recent interactions, ignoring earlier interactions which
however make up the vast majority of the interaction sequence.
That is, the extreme partitioning cannot offer satisfied performance
in practice. Second, TSC achieves better results than PEC in terms of
all evaluation metrics when setting a large slot number. This implies
that the time-sensitive chunk strategy is better suited to balance
long short-term sequential relations than the periodic setup.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a novel sequential recommen-
dation framework by combining the Chunk and External Memory
Network (EMN). The motivation is that the way of memory access
operations in the existing EMN introduces redundant computation,
which results in very high time complexity when modeling long-
range user session data. A Chunk-accelerated memory network is
proposed with two practical implementations: periodic chunk (PEC)
and time-sensitive chunk (TSC). We demonstrate that our proposed
chunk framework significantly reduces the computation time of
memory-based sequential recommendation models but achieves
competitive recommendation results.
A A ROUGH COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
MNR consists of a controller and an external memory network
(EMN). For easier illustration, the controller and EMN are often
realized by RNNs and DNC. And the time complexity of them
is O(h2 + kh) and O(4h2)[7], respectively (k is item embedding
size, and h is hidden state size). Based on the time complexity of
the controller and EMN, the total time consumption of MNR and
CmnRec is (5h2+kh)∗T and (h2+kh)∗T+4Mh2, respectively.When
h = 2k , the time consumption ratio of MNR and CmnRec is 1 ≤
8
3+8MT
≤ 83 . In practice, a larger acceleration can be obtained due
to there are many other complex operations when EMN processes
memory operations, such as memory addressing operations [7].
B FIND UPPER BOUND
The update equation of standard RNN hidden state is:
ht = tanh(Uht−1 +Wvt + b) (18)
Starting from taking the derivative of vt , we make use of the re-
sult ϑq = B ∥U ∥ which is shown in [21], where B is the bound ofdiaд(tanh′(Uht−1 +Wvt + b)). Then we take the derivative of
ht−1. In Eq.( 18),Uht−1 andWvt are interchangeable. Referring to
the solving process of ϑq , we replaceW withU , andvt with ht−1.
As a result, we can get ϑp = B ∥W ∥.
As for LSTM, the update equation is:
ct = σ (U f ht−1 +W f vt + bf ) ⊙ ct−1
+ σ (U iht−1 +W ivt + bi ) ⊙ tanh(U zht−1 +W zvt + bz )
ht = tanh(U oht−1 +W ovt + bo ) ⊙ tanh(ct ) (19)
Following the same way, we start from taking the derivative ofvt .
According to the results in [21], ϑq > 0makes ϑqqi,t ≥ qi−1,t . And
then we solve the problem of ϑp . For brevity, we let:
Φϱ (ht−1,vt ,U ϱ ,W ϱ ,bϱ ) =

U f ht−1 +W f vt + bf ,
U iht−1 +W ivt + bi ,
U zht−1 +W zvt + bz ,
U oht−1 +W ovt + bo .
where ϱ ∈ { f , i,o, z}. In Eq.( 19), we swapU ϱht−1 andW ϱvt . As
a result, ht and ct remain the same, which means ht ,U ϱht−1 and
W ϱvt are equivalent. Following the solution of ϑq in standard
RNN, we replaceW ϱ withU ϱ , andvt with ht−1. As a result, there
is ϑp > 0 to make ϑppi,t ≥ pi−1,t .
C FIND DEPENDENCIES AMONG
DISCONTINUOUS CONTRIBUTION
qtr ,tM =
 ∂htM∂vtr
 =  ∂htM∂htr ∂htr∂vtr

= ptr ,tMqtr ,tr ≤ ϑ tM−trp ptM ,tMqtr ,tr
= ϑT−trp pT ,Tqtr ,tr (tM = T ) (20)
D PROOF ϑp ≤ 1
The impact of items become increasingly important in a sequence
(Figure 4), which means the contribution ofvi to hT increases with
i , which is mathematically expressed as
 ∂ht∂v i  ≤  ∂ht∂v i+1 . We can
get qt1,tM ≤ qt2,tM ≤ ... ≤ qtM ,tM . According to Eq.( 20):
ϑT−t1p pT ,Tqt1,t1 ≤ ... ≤ ϑT−tMp pT ,TqtM ,tM (21)
By canceling out the equivalence terms, we have:
ϑT−t1p ≤ ... ≤ ϑT−tMp
Because of T − t1 > T − t2 > ... > T − tM ≥ 0 and ϑp > 0, we can
get ϑp ≤ 1.
Shilin Qu, Fajie Yuan, Guibing Guo, Liguang Zhang, and Wei Wei
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